
Welcome Friends, 

"The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, 

you're given a test that teaches you a lesson." - Tom Bodett 

It is often wise to pause and remember why we invest the way we do. 

Markets have "ping ponged" from the steep declines of the fourth quarter to an equally steep, and 

welcomed, recovery in January.  Times like these cause many of us to ask,  "what comes next and how 

should we respond?"   

 

Director of research for The BAM Alliance, Larry Swedroe, details seven important philosophies we should 

keep in mind now and in the future. Each lesson is a great reminder of why we shouldn’t go chasing after 

fads or let media hype and fear-mongering distract us from a prudent, long-term focus.   

 3 Investing Lessons from 2018 

 4 More Investing Lessons From 2018 

Life is full of surprises and can often require us to take on new roles we did not anticipate. The article 

below on being a caregiver offers a wealth of information on what to do (and where to turn) if you need to 

care for an elderly or disabled parent or loved one. We are here for you if you find yourself in uncharted 

territory and want to discuss your best options as we update your plans. 

 Educate Yourself on Being a Caregiver 

As you start thinking about spring and summer travel, you may want to consider your best options for 

earning points and airline miles.  This article provides guidance on the best credit card options for 

frequent travelers and contains a few surprises that may challenge your assumptions. 

 Best Credit Card for Travelers? Probably Not One From an Airline 

Want to plan a memorable Valentine’s Day without having to spend a fortune? Chocolates, roses and a 

nice dinner are always appreciated but you don’t have to spend a lot of money to celebrate Valentine’s 

Day in a creative and meaningful way. 

 8 Free (or Almost Free) Valentine's Day ideas 

 

We are grateful for the trust you place in us. Make February a month to remember as you spend time 

with those you cherish and live your ideal life. 

Make today a great day ... it is the only one on the 

schedule! 

Warm Regards, 

Scott 

R Scott Maxwell, MBA, CFP® 

President, R Scott Maxwell Financial 

Frisco Office: 469-213-3995 

Email: Scott@RScottMaxwell.com 

Website: www.RScottMaxwell.com 
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This material is intended for educational purposes only and is not intended to serve as the basis for any investment or purchasing decisions. 
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